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PRESCRIBED BURNING PROGRAM — NULLARBOR 

Statement by Minister for Environment 

MR W.R. MARMION (Nedlands — Minister for Environment) [12.10 pm]: Much of the recent focus on 
bushfires has been on the Perth hills. This is understandable as the government has been responding to the 
recommendations of the report by Mick Keelty following major fires last summer. However, the government 
fully recognises that mitigating the impact of bushfires is not confined to the Perth hills or the Swan coastal 
plain. Indeed, the Department of Environment and Conservation has extensive prescribed burning programs in 
areas such as the Kimberley, Pilbara, Goldfields, Mid West and across the south coast, in addition to its 200 000-
hectare annual program in the south west forests. 

Members may be aware that the grassfire hazard on the Nullarbor is the greatest it has been since the mid-1970s. 
The last time the Nullarbor had growth such as this year’s, bushfires burned millions of hectares of pastoral 
stations and unallocated crown land over 650 kilometres between Balladonia and Mundrabilla. The pastoralists 
who were on the Nullarbor during those fires say that this year’s growth is greater than it was then and that the 
bushfire risk is likely to be greater. Therefore, over the past few weeks there has been a strong collaborative 
effort in preparing a prescribed burning program to take advantage of a narrow window of opportunity between 
now and early October when grasses will become too dry to burn safely. 

Parts of the target area have received more than 600 millimetres of rain this year, which is two and a half times 
the annual average. As a result, many tracks and firebreaks have become overgrown with grasses up to 
60 centimetres high. The nature of the country, with limestone caves and sinkholes, means that it is difficult to 
use heavy machinery to construct new breaks. Consequently, a strategically planned prescribed burning program 
is the only practical bushfire mitigation strategy available this year on the Nullarbor. The Department of 
Environment and Conservation has been collaborating with the Fire and Emergency Services Authority, local 
government and pastoralists on a strategic prescribed burn along the transcontinental railway line across the 
Nullarbor to help stem the spread of bushfires. Planning for the program has also involved WA Police, Main 
Roads, and rail and communications authorities.  

The strategy involves “edging” along the Eyre Highway, Trans-Australian Railway, and station tracks as well as 
aerial ignition of extensive areas to break up the fuels. By the end of this week, it is expected that about 
one million hectares of the Nullarbor will have been treated through aerial ignition to achieve patchy burns to 
break up fuels. Over 100 kilometres of “edging” along the railway and the boundaries of pastoral stations has 
been achieved, and around 80 kilometres more is planned for the coming days. The agencies have only a narrow 
window during which they can burn safely as once the grass has cured, the operation becomes risky with greater 
potential for extensive fire runs. The collaboration among all agencies has been excellent and I congratulate the 
personnel involved in preparing the burn plans within a short time frame.  
 


